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1. Body snatchers Burke and Hare roamed the streets of which city? Edinburgh 

2. Mildred Hubble is a protagonist in which children’s book series by Jill Murphy? Worst Witch 

3. Is a pumpkin a fruit or vegetable? Fruit 

4. Which seventeenth-century merchant ship is said to haunt the high seas? The Flying Dutchman 

5. Which vegetable drink is a favourite of the students of Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry? 

Pumpkin juice 

6. What is a lycanthrope better known as? A werewolf 

7. Which well-known Victorian author, who helped to popularize the mystery of 
the Mary Celeste, had a longstanding interest in paranormal phenomena? 

Arthur Conan 
Doyle 

8. Which continent are vampire bats found on: Africa, Asia, or South America? South America 

9. Fruit bats are commonly known by what other name? Flying Foxes 

10. The term 'zombie' comes from the folklore of which country? Haiti 

11. Which actress played the character Laurie Strode in the film Halloween? Jamie Lee-Curtis 

12. 'Double, double toil and trouble; Fire burn and cauldron bubble' are lines from 
which Shakespeare play? 

Macbeth 

13. They are first mentioned in One Thousand and One Nights and the name 
comes from the Arabic and Persian 'to seize'. What are they? 

Ghouls 

14. What do vampire bats actually solely feed on: (a) insects, (b) fruit, or (c) blood? Blood 

15. Ghost Town was at number one hit in 1981 for which band? The Specials 

16. The story of Dracula is said to have been inspired by which 1400s prince? Vlad the Impaler 

17. The Salem witch trials took place in which American province in the 1690s? Massachusetts 

18. Which popular trick-or-treating candy gets its name from a sports game? Skittles 

19. What was the first name of the scientist Frankenstein in Mary Shelley's book? Victor 

20. Traditionally what sort of bullet is supposed to kill a werewolf? A silver bullet 

21. Who is the female presenter of the Most Haunted British TV series? Yvette Fielding 

22. In 2022, which politician gave an apology to people accused of witchcraft? Nicola Sturgeon 

23. Which beast mentioned in the bible in the Book of Job, has come to be used 
for an extremely large or powerful entity? 

Behemoth 

24. What term describes a genre of fiction in which civilization collapses due to 
overwhelming swarms of zombies? 

Zombie 
Apocalypse 

25. The Witches by Roald Dahl is set partly in the UK and which other country? Norway 

26. What are 'Becky' and 'Jack Be Little'? Varieties of pumpkin 

27. The term "trick or treating" in the UK was not common until the 1980s, with its 
new popularisation in part due to the release of which American film? 

E.T. 


